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Nimzowitsch my system

Experience this classic in video format! In the video “Nimzowitsch’s My System Part 1” by GM Roman Dzindzichashvili, he reviews some of Aron Nimzowitsch’s games and a few key positions. Throughout the video, Roman shows how Nimzowitsch evaluated certain positions, and also adds his own explanations as well. Roman’s
explanations help the viewer to really understand the underlying principles, criteria and reasons for the moves made by Nimzowitsch. In contrast to the variations that Nimzowitsch only used, we also get to see the thought process behind the moves played. In the first position analyzed, Roman explains how White is able to carry out a
strong attack on his opponent’s king. Instead of just showing us the moves that could be made, we also get to understand the criteria behind this attack and why these factors help White to know if he should attack right now or not. What are the criteria for attacking that Roman talks about? How can we figure out the plans in positions that
we have in our own games? Watch the video to find out! Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Buildings Alyssa, Begonia & Clove Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC066107 Telephone: 1800 202 9898 For the book on exercise, see Jørgen Peter
Müller My System My System: 21st Century Edition front coverAuthorAron NimzowitschOriginal titleMein SystemTranslatorPhilip HerefordCountryGermanyLanguageGermanSubjectchess theoryPublication date1925 (1925)Published in English1929 (1929)ISBN0-7134-5655-8 1987 reprint My System (German: Mein System) is a book on
chess theory written by Aron Nimzowitsch. Originally over a series of five brochures from 1925 to 1927, the book—one of the early works on hypermodernism—introduced many new concepts to followers of the modern school of thought. It is generally considered to be one of the most important books in the history of chess.[1] Contents
The book is divided into three parts: "The Elements", "Positional Play", and "Illustrative Games". The Elements In "The Elements" (German: Die Elemente), Nimzowitsch writes about the basics of his "system". He regards the following as the elements of chess strategy: The center Play on the open files Play on the seventh and eighth
ranks The passed pawns The pin Discovered checks Exchanging The pawn-chain Positional Play The next part, "Positional Play" (German: Das Positionsspiel), is based largely on the elements taught in the first part. In it, Nimzowitsch tells how to play for a positional advantage. In particular, he argues that the center can be effectively
controlled using pieces instead of pawns. This concept, now widely accepted, is one of the fundamental principles of hypermodernism. Illustrative Games "Illustrative Games" contains annotated versions of fifty of Nimzowitsch's career games, which he refers to throughout the text. Editions This list is incomplete; you can help by adding
missing items with reliable sources. The original German edition was published in 1925. This edition is out-of-print. In 1929, a British English edition titled My System, translated by Philip Hereford, was published by G. Bell and Sons, Ltd. A second printing was published in 1938 and included an errata sheet. This edition is out-of-print. In
1930, an American edition was published by Harcourt, Brace & Co. This edition was reprinted with an errata sheet circa 1938. This edition is out-of-print. In 1947, a U.S. edition edited by Fred Reinfeld derived from Harcourt, Brace & Co. and published by David McKay Co.; reprinted 1950 (undated), 1967, 1970, 1972 under the imprimatur
of Tartan Books, and in a 1975 paperback in the 'McKay Chess Library.' Translated by Philip Hereford (1929). The translator notes the addition of several games, and the removal (with author's permission) of several passages, from the German edition. In 1987, B.T Batsford Ltd, London reprinted the 1929 edition by Philip Hereford,
entitled My System A Chess treatise by Aron Nimzowitsch. (ISBN 0-7134-5655-8) In 1991, an American English edition titled My System: 21st Century Edition (ISBN 1-880673-85-1), edited by Lou Hays, was published by Hays Publishing. In this edition, descriptive notation used in previous English editions was replaced by algebraic
notation and many diagrams have been added. In 2007, a British edition titled My System, newly translated by Ian Adams, published by Quality Chess (ISBN 91-976005-3-9) It includes an essay by Nimzowitsch, tables of his chess results, and other new material. In 2009, a German edition titled Mein System, published by Rattmann
(ISBN 3-88086-117-X).[2] References Aron Nimzowitsch (1987). My System (Reprinted ed.). B.T Batsford Ltd. ISBN 0-7134-5655-8. ^ biography of Aron Nimzowitsch at Chessgames.com ^ Page 413: Mein System 2009 Retrieved from " Would you recommend the book My system for a beginner-intermediate player (Edit: because
everyone says it's a little outdated now and a lot of stuff in there is not useful?)And what are some other important books for this level not only in strategy but also in other areas?Thank you!21111@tpr I'm really interested in what you think2Yes I do recommend "My System" by Nimzovich for beginners and intermediate players. The first
part of the book treats the elements and explains these very well. The second part is about positional play and may be too advanced, but will be OK once you have digested the first part."Chess Fundamentals" by former world champion Capablanca is also highly recommended. Capablanca himself wrote that it contains all you need and
that it will remain valid for 100 years to come, as long as the rules do not change.611113@tpr everyone says it's a little outdated now and a lot of stuff in there is not usefulwhat do yoy think?@tpr another question please:What is "Chess Fundamentals" about? if you could give a quick summary of the contentIt was one of the best 10 books
in 1940. There were only 10 books...Today practically every book for beginners is better.No recommendation unless you are interested in historical stuff.7541Chess praxis which was the sequel to my system I don't recommend I give it 3/1011It is 6th in this list by gradmasterstaktikspiel.com/article/grandmaster-recommended-chess-
books/Chess Fundamentals is about the fundamentals of chess and contains annotated games by Capablanca himself, including nearly all of his losses.311You might find these two videos quite helpful. IM Andras Toth thinks that ‘My system’ is for more advanced players..(it is probably worth reading if you are willing to invest a lot of
time.Its not an easy read imo. Btw you are making good progress ;)www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCwQyNLblm0www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eg-u_HlZKco74J.R. Capablanca was a World Chess Champion and one of the greatest players in chess history, yet he wrote very little about the game. Chess Fundamentals, though normally for the
beginning player, contains valuable insights that will benefit players at all levels of understanding, including masters. Capablanca explains:·How to obtain and nurture a passed pawn·How to get and keep the initiative·Cardinal rules for rook and pawn endings·How to attack using knight as the main force·How to cut off enemy
pieces3111Reconnecting How to access your interactive eBook? Click here for more information As a chess player, Aron Nimzowitsch (1886-1935) belonged to the very best. In his peak years the Latvian-born maestro was ranked third in the world behind Capablanca and Alekhine. However, Nimzowitsch will first and foremost be
remembered as the founder of the Hypermodern movement and the author of two undisputed masterpieces, unique landmarks in the history of chess. In My System, he expounded his theories of prophylaxis, blockade and much more, while providing ground-breaking insights in pawn structures. In the sequel Chess Praxis, Nimzowitsch
demonstrated how he had successfully tested his theories in his games.Without reading Nimzowitsch your chess education cannot be complete. Perhaps not all of his convictions have stood the test of time, but even today, any chess student will deepen his understanding while enjoying the author’s insights and witticisms. Part of the
charm of Nimzowitsch’s prose was his idiosyncratic use of the German language, which has been very carefully preserved in Robert Sherwood’s new translation. Added in this edition are the influential essays The Blockade and On the History of the Chess Revolution 1911-1914.Jeremy Silman, author of ‘How to Reassess Your
Chess’:“This translation finally allows English-speaking audiences to acquaint themselves with the real Nimzowitsch.”Gary Lane, English Chess Federation Newsletter:"This brand new edition represents excellent value for money as Nimzowitsch’s other classic work, Chess Praxis, is included along with a couple of essays (..) If you have
the time and patience Nimzowitsch will help you to advance to the next stage. This edition naturally looks like a modern book with lots of diagrams and plenty of space so that reading it is easy (..) If you have never read the insights that Nimzowitsch has to offer, this timeless classic should be ordered now."John Watson, author of ‘Secrets
of Modern Chess Strategy’:“Robert Sherwood has finally succeeded in rendering Nimzowitsch faithfully, something earlier translations have failed to do. His translation is fluent, engaging and a pleasure to read.”Jacob Aagaard, author of the ‘Grandmaster Preparation’ Series:“Modern chess thinking is a refinement of previous ideas,
leaving the study of 'My System' as an essential part of a full chess education.”Matthew Sadler, former British Champion:"Despite all its flaws, 'My System' should defintely be read at least once by all chess players."Florian Jacobs, Max Euwe Centre, Amsterdam:"No chess player should ignore such a load of fundamentals he can easily
identify with. And the book is a real bargain, at that: more than 600 pages of great stuff for less than 30 Euro."
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